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SUMMARY 

An Estimation of Annoyance Caused by Dropouts 
in Magnetically Recorded Music 

by 

B.L. Cardozo ahd G. Domburg 
Institute for Perception Research 

Eindhoven - The Netherlands 

Both audibility and subjective appreciation of 
dropouts in magnetic recordings of music were 
estimated in a series of I istening experiments 
in which the most vulnerable situation was 
simulated: the type of music, the playback 
conditions as well as the highly discriminating 
I isteners cooperated to yield high annoyance · 
ratings. In this way "worst .case" (or '.rue 
High Fidelity) crite~ia have been obtained. 

1 . I NTRODUCT I-ON 
Magnetic recordings show 1dropouts as a result of dust 
particles, of poor contact between tape and head, and of 
defects of the tape. It is one problem to relate these 
causes to their physical effects . in terms of the ~olta~e 
drop of a test signal of a certain frequency. It 1s qu1.te 
another problem to relate such volt'age drops, superimposed 
on a musical recording to their . psycholog!cal effec~s such 
as audibility and annoyance. This paper will deal with the 
second problem, but, as a starting po.int, we must have some 
notion of the physical parameters of dropouts. To som~ extent 
these depend upon the playback system used. For practical 
reasons we confined our examination of dropouts to those 
occurring in a certain practical playback system with a tape 
speed of 4.75 cm per second and a ga~ of about 3 mi~rons. 
With a sinusoid of 5 kHz as a test signal we made visual 
recordings of the . output of the tape recorder by means of a 
Honeywell Visicorder Model 9065 with 'a frequency band from 
Oto 5000 Hz. The paper speed employed was 50 cm per second. 
We were able to detect visually 'dropouts' as small as 0.1 dB 
and widths as short as a few milliseconds. 
An examination of these recordings (fig. ·<.1) may be summarized 
as fol 1 ows: 

Fall and rise 
The duration of these was typically 5 mi11 iseconds. A 
typical value of the slopes was 1 dB per millisecond. 
Flatter slopes were also found, but steeper slopes were 
rare. 

Duration of dropouts 
There were very many dropouts shorter than 10 mill !seconds. 
The probability of· finding a ~ropout of Jong duration 
diminished rapidly wJth duration. 
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Depth of dropouts 
This is also a markedly skew probability function . We 

. found very many shallow dropouts (less than 1 dB) against 
one deep one. The deepest in our record happened to be 10 dB. 
Owing to the finite width of the gap of the playback system, 
one must expect very short d'ropouts to be shallow. This was, 
in fact, found. But for dropouts of longer duration than, 
say, 10 ms, no appreciabl~ correlation with depth was found. 

With this rough physical description of dropouts in mind, a 
dropout simulator was built, which allowed exactly specified 
artificial dropouts to be introduced into any signal. The 
duration, depth and slope could be set to any relevant value. 
In the dropout simulator use was made of a diode bridge which 
operated as a-variable, vol~age-controlled resistance. The 
controlling voltage was supplied by a special-purpose pulse 
generator. The pulses had smoothed slopes, controlled by an R-C 
circuit. The frequency characteristic of our simulator was flat . 
Since actual dropouts have greater depths at higher frequencies , 
it would have been more realistic to emphasize dropouts in the 
higher frequencies . We did not do this because, as far as we 
know, no standard characteristics ar-e available •. So, in order 
to apply our data to a specific playback system, some corre~tion 
will always have to be made for . the specific frequency charac
teristic in this system. We do not think 1t is then a disadvan
tage to present data that apply.to a flat characteristic. 

2. AUDIBILITY 
An interruption of an acoustic signal may be considered as a 
short-term amplitude modulation, giving rise to short-I ived 
side bands. These extra frequencies are best heard when the • 
acoustic signal itself consists of a single sinusoid only. With 
a sinusoid we heard clicks, which were sharper the steeper the 
fall ard rise of the artificial dropout. However, such clicks 
are atypical of the subject ive quality of a tape dropout. If 
one uses white noise instead of the sinusoid, then, of course, 
these clicks are no longer heard. We thought it better, there
fore , to study the audibility of dropouts in white noise as a 
first exercise before tackling the much more complicated problem 
of the audibility and annoyance of dropouts in music. For white 
noise, Plomp (1964) had found alrea9y that the just noticeable 
time gap between two noise pulses each of 0.2 second duration 
was about 3 milliseconds at I istening levels of 50 to 70 dB S.L . 

Our 1 istening tests were made in the following way. The output 
of a white noise generator was fed into the dropout simulator . 
This was set at a skirt duration ·of 0.25 millisecond, in order 
that ver~ short dropouts could also be studied. The duration 
T of the total dropout was given a series of values of 4, 8, 
16, 32 and 64 milliseconds. Dropouts recurred at 2 Hz. The. 
subject, I istening binaurally at about 60 dB S.L. through 
Permoflux PDR 8 headphones in a quiet room, would adjust the 
depth D of the dropout in such a way · that he was just able to 
hear the phenomenon. The two subjects who did this experiment 
were reasonably consistent. The results (averaged over two 
subjects) are shown in fig. 2. There is good agreement with 
Plomp's datum. It was also found.•·in this pilot .experiment that 
in the range 45 to 75 dB S.L. the, audlbil ity threshold is 
almost independent of I istening level. 



In a s imilar experiment, three subjects did adjustments for 
the just audible dropout depth with very slow music (the 
so-called Largo by G.F. H~ndel, adapted for string orchestra). 
After that, foui subjecis did the same experiment with a 
dynamic, staccato type of music (Marche Mil itaire number 1, 
F.P. Schubert, played by a symphony orchestra). The frequency 
characteristic was determined a·lmost completely by the ear
phones. We expected, of course, that the latter type of music 
would be least vulnerable to dr,opouts. The experiment confirmed 
this, as is seen in fig. 2. From this figure one may conclude 
that dropouts shorter than about 10 milliseconds are virtually 
inaudible, whatever their depth may be. Dropouts shorter than 
about 0.1 second are perceived as one single phenomenon, where
as in dropouts of longer duration the fall and rise tend to 
be heard by the 1 istener as two separate subjective phenomena. 

8.8. Bauer et al. (1967) have also investigated the audibility 
of tape dropouts. Their experiments differed in various respects 
from ours. Jhey used, for example, a wide range of recurrence 
frequencies (1 Hz~ 50 Hz). We have plotted their results on 
audibility for a recurrence rate of 1 Hz as open circles in 
fig. 2. 

When trying to interpret fig. 2 for practical application,, 
two points should ·be kept in mind. In the first place _the 
circumstance that subjects actively controlled the dropout · 
depth put them in a favourable ROSition to: detect the phenomenon. 
In the second place, the fixed recurrence rate allowed subjects 
to sharpen attention by anticipation. In fact, informal 
J i~tening tests with a random recurrence produced deeper 
critical dropouts. 

J. ANNOYANCE IN GENERAL 
Measuring the annoyance caused by a dropout in music is I ike 
weighing the imponderable: to some persons a minute flaw in the 
performance of a beloved classical work will be more annoying 
than a profound .and continued silencing of music they do not 
appreciate. Stil I, some consensus is possible. We may state 
that dropouts. below the detectability threshold will cause no 
annoyance at all. And when dropouts of different width and depth 
are present in one piece of music one may expect a person to 
have some notion of their relative 9egree of annoyance. 

One might visualize then a wide progr'am of 1 i°stening tests 
comprising many types of music to be I istened to by a ~reat 
many subjects of widely different musical tastes. We d11 ~o~ do 
this. For one thing, the amount of labour would be proh1b1t1ve. 
Quite apart from this, it . is questionable whether such data 
could ever be adapted to a practical situation. 

We preferred another approach based on the 'worst case' 
principle. By this we mean that music, 1 istening conditions, 
subjects etc. were chosen in such a way as to maximize the 
annoying effe~t of a dropout of given depth and duration. With 
a smal 1 number of 1 isteners keenly interested in the classical 
repertory and well trained in auditive tests we had no 
difficulty in ascertaining that:.~ 
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a. dropouts are heard more easily in single track 
mono than in double track ·stereo (obvious); 

b. dropouts are heard more easily by headphone than by 
loudspeakers in a normal room (room reverberation 
fills in the gap); 

c. dropouts are better heard · in legato music than in 
staccato (silences betwee·n notes may conceal the 
dropout); · · 

d. dropouts are better heard in slow music than in 
fast music; 

e. dropouts are better heard with a solo instrument than 
in an ensem.ble; 

f. dropouts are better heard in a musical recording with 
Jong .reverberation time than in recordings with short 
reverberation. (Reverberation reveals dropouts that 
might have slipped through in silent moments); 

g. dropouts are better heard in music with a small dynamic 
range than in music with large variation in loudness. 

Final l y we selected two pieces of music: an organ solo 
(M.E. Boss•i, Theme et var1at1ons, Op 115) and a viol in solo 
(J.S. Bach, Sonata 1 in g, BWV 1001; first movement). Both 
recordings have a considerable amount of reverberation, :, 
contain very few pauses and are played with sma·11 dynamic 
variations. We formed musical fragments of 20 seconds duration . 
The first 5 seconds were left ir,itact. Int.he remaining 15 
seconds somewhere a dropout (or a cluster of dropouts) was 
introduced. We assumed that a dropout might escape a I istener's 
attention when it coincided with the onset of a tone. Therefore 
care was taken to put the artificial dropouts in stationary 
parts of the sustained notes that were most vulnerable in our 
opinion. 

A formal test consisted of 10 to 12 different parts of one of 
the pieces of music. The subjects consisted of 8 amateurs 
having reasonable experience in 1 istening to high quality 
reproduction of classical music and 6 professional 1 isteners, 
working in a phonographic industry, whose job comprised the 
various levels of subjective qua] ity control and who had 
considerable experience in close I istening for minute technical 
imperfections of musical recordings. 

The subjects were -tol~ that in the ~ast 15 seconds of every 
musical fragment a dropout would o_ccur. They did not know when 

-nor whether it would be a heavy or a 1 ight one. They were asked 
to try and 1 isten relaxedly 'as if 1 i~tening at home' and to 
express the annoyance caused by the phenomena in a scale in 
which 

h == ci meant no dropout heard 

h 1 dropout heard but not annoying 

h 2 annoying dropout heard 

h 3 very annoying dropout heard. 

Subjects were allowed to interpolate and _ to extrapolate. They 
were prompted to give their ratings without premeditation. 
It was not at all clear beforehqnd that the subjects would be 
able.to apply this scale. Subsequent experiments showed , 

,.c"',. 
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• . _ .. _,_ , , ... aL L11ey cou1a pertorm this with good consistency 
and with reasonable correspondence among each other. 

4 . ANNOYANCE OF ISOLATED DROPOUTS 
In a first series of formal tests the annoyance ~alues of 
isolated dropouts were measured as a function of duration and 
depth. Durations of 475, 128, 30 and JO ms and depths -of 16, 
8 and 4 dB were employed. All combinations were used except 
10 ms with 4 dB. Now the fall and rise were given a duration 
of 2 milliseconds, which is somewhat shorter than the typical 

· skirt duration in real dropouts. Here again we were guided by 
the worst-case prrnciple, implying that the most damaging 
condition should be tested. · 

The consistency of the subjects was estimated by repeating 
one test with the organ music a few weeks later with the same 
panel of amateur I isteners. The average annoyance value over 
subjects and dropout types wash= 1.13 + 0.07 in the first 
test and h = 1.27 ± 0.06 in - the second. - · 

Although the full range of h values was employed, the personal 
averages per test ranged not more than from h = 0.87 for the 
most kindly disposed subject to h = 1.36 for the most /'. 
exacting subject. In the second test these values were h = 1.04 
and h = 1.50 respectively. 

A comparison between organ music and viol in music shows that 
the former was slightly more vulnerable to dropouts than the 
latter. The overall values for the annoyance are h ~ 1.43 and 
h = 1.22 respectively. An essential point is that a dropout, 
which is experienced as very annoying in one type of musici 
also ranks high in the annoyance scale for the other type of 
music. The rank correlation over the 11 types of dropouts used· 
was 0.98 for the amateur subject9 and 0.99 for the professionals. 
The professionals were the more rigorous judges, scoring 0.44 
higher in the h-scale that the amateurs in the experiment on 
isolated dropouts. It should be noted, however, that their 
appreciation of very slight dropouts (8 dB, 10 milliseconds) 
was exactly equal to that of the amateurs. 

The overall results (both types cif music, both. panels) are 
shown in fig. 3. The abscissa represents the duration of 
dropout5. The relative voltage at the bottom of the dropout 

-~s plotted along the ordinate on a I fnear scale. Along the 
right vertical scale the corresponding depths in dB are given. 
The 11 experimental dropouts are represented by crosses and the 
average annoyance values have been plotted next to them. The 
95 per cent confidence intervals are not shown but amount to 
0.2 to 0.5 in the h-scale. Smooth contours have been drawn for 
h =· 0, h = 1, h = 2 and h = 3. Moreover the 1 ine representing 
th_e audibility threshold for recurrent dropouts In largo music 
has been copied from fig. 2. 

It is important to note the difference with the 1 ine h = O from 
the ~nnoyance test. In our opinion recurrence as well as the 
different situation of the subjects in the audibility test 
make for a difference of about 1.5 dB in this case or some 15 
per cent of the voltage. Of cou~s-e the present value of 3 dB 
is the more realistic_ one, but it is satisfactory that both 
lines have the same trend. 

-s~ 

It is interesting to note that Bauer et al. (1967) found a 
dif!e~e~ce of 20 per cent in the voltage drop between the 
aud1b1l 1ty threshold and a degree of annoyance which they 
termed "inacceptable". A further comparison is not realisti c 
because of their high repetition rates and a number of other 
points. 

Figure 3 shows that t _he annoyance caused by dropouts longer 
than about 0.1 sec. is almost constant, .except with very deep 
dropo~ts where a long.duration appears to have a slight extra 
annoying effect, possibly . because the I istener loses touch 
with the music. With times shorter than about 0.05 to 0.10 
seconds the duration strongly affects the annoyance value of · 
the dropouts. Dropouts shorter than some 10 milliseconds prove 
to be not annoying, whatever their depth may be. 

5. ANNOYANCE OF DROPOUTS IN CLUSTERS 

A second series of formal tests was devised so as to obtain 
quantitative data about the annoyance values of clusters of 
dropouts. We prepared clusters consisting of (1), 2, 4 or 8 
dropouts equally spaced in time. 

We used one type of dropout that was 31 milliseconds wide and 
8 dB deep. Various time spacings of dropouts were studied. One 
cluster was_introduc1;d into.one musical fr,agment. It was no 
longer possible to find maximal Ty damaging positions for al I 
the members of a cluster, but the worst-case-principle was 
adhered to as closely as possible, and we believe that the 
results wer~ not influenced materially by this factor. The 
organ music and the viol in sonata were again given the same 
p~ogram of dropouts.and both panels judged the annoyance under 
virtually the same instructions as before. 

In this case the concordance of the subjects was not so satis
factory as with single dropouts. The professionals showed them
selves highly sensitive to clustered dropouts. On the average 
(ov~r tw~ types of.music and all types of clusters used) they 

·scored h ~ 2.9 ~ga1nst h = 1.8 for the amateurs. The organ 
pro':'ed to be sl 1ghtly more vulnarable than the viol in ( h = 2.4 
against h = 2.3). The single dropout (T· = 31 ms, D = 8 dB) was 
rated at h = 1,5 against h = 1.2 in the previous case. 

W~ shall _first investigate the effe~t of the number of dropouts. 
Fig. 4 gives~ plo~ of the annoyance h (averaged over both 
panels, both instruments and over all repetition rates). ltisseen · 
that annoyance. increases with the number of dropouts. As a rule 
of thumb one mrght say that every additional dropout increases 
the annoyance by about one quarter point in the h-scale. 
Obviously this.rule holds only for a limited number of recur
rences. 

. . 

The effect of the time spacing is shown in fig. 5. The abscissa 
represents the time interval between two successive dropouts 
and the ordinate is the h-value. Vertical strokes represent 99 
per cent confidence intervals. 

A smooth 1 i ne has been drawn which, meets a 11 points as we 11 as 
possible, accounting for statis~ttal weights. This 1 ine suggests 
that with : a : time spacing of-1 second or more, no interaction 
occurs. But when the time spacing is 1 ess than about .1 second , 
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an ·extra annoying effect is measured, espacial ly at ·recurrence 
.ra·t.es of 2 to_ 3 Hz. 

6. CONCLUSION 
From a brief study of dropouts

0

1n magnetic tape we· derived 
some typical features of this phenomenon. Quite often it is an 
isolated event. Therefore we started listening tests with 
artificial single dropouts. We purposely took the worst possible 
combination of conditions: the type of music, the type of · 
recording, the playback conditions as well as the highly 
discriminating listeners cooperated to yield high annoyance 
ratings. For certain applications the ~riteria-obtained in this 
way may prove to be too severe. But it is hoped that adherence 
to these values will. provide a dependable and safe criterion 
for the inspection of tape for the recording of music. 
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Fig, 5: Annoyano-e h as a function of the t i me spacing between dropouts ·. , 


